• The most **standard** designs offered in the industry
• Very easy to operate with a wide range of use
• Can be adapted to nearly any container, box or cart
• Decreases risk of injury caused from bending and lifting
• Increases plant productivity

**A CONTAINER DUMPER FOR EVERY NEED**

- **Standard Dumper with Funnel Chute**
- **Standard Gated Enclosure - Auto Run Controls Available**
- **1,000 lb. Dumper**

**Gaylord Box Dumpers - Cart Tippers - Tote Dumpers - Lift and Dump Systems**

- 1,000 lb. up to 10,000 lb. capacity
- 36", 48", 60", 72", 84" and 96" dump heights are standard
- Lift and dump systems from 72" to 132"
- Standard and rugged duty available
- Easy access to electrical and hydraulic components
- Closed hydraulic system with pressure gauge

**STANDARD OPTIONS**

- Gated enclosures
- Auto-run controls
- Discharge guides
- Fixed retaining devices
- Elevation stands
- Spring loaded retaining bars
- Faster lift times
- Foot pedal controls
- Drawing integration services

**For additional information, visit our website:**
[www.endura-veyor.com](http://www.endura-veyor.com)
CUSTOM DUMPERS

- The best delivery in the industry on custom designs and features
- Specify ANY dump height between 6” and 132”
- Specify your own box width and length
- Proposal drawings included with most quotations

10,000# Rugged Duty Dumper

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

- 4 Place Cart Dumper
- Side Load Dumper
- Rugged Duty
- Dock-Level Compactor Feeder
- Lift and Dump

CUSTOM OPTIONS

- Custom Designed Discharge Chutes
- Special Elevation Stands
- Container specific retaining devices
- Powder coated colors per specification

Stainless Steel Dumper

For additional information, visit our website: www.endura-veyor.com